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The Mercedes-Benz S-Class , formerly known as Sonderklasse German for "special class",
abbreviated as "S-Klasse" , is a series of full-size luxury sedans , limousines and armored
sedans produced by the German automaker Mercedes-Benz , a division of German company
Daimler AG. The S-Class is the designation for top-of-the-line Mercedes-Benz models and was
officially introduced in with the W , and has remained in use ever since. The S-Class is the
flagship vehicle for Mercedes-Benz. The S-Class has debuted many of the company's latest
innovations, including drivetrain technologies, interior features, and safety systems such as the
first seatbelt pretensioners. In , the two-door, four-seat S-Class, designated as SEC, was
introduced, sharing the petrol V8 engines with its four-door version, W The first-ever S-Class
convertible since , internally named A, was introduced and became the one-generation model
only. The major revision to the nomenclature scheme in renamed the S-Class with the "S" prefix
that has three numbers for engine displacement in "centilitre" with no suffix for fuel type or
wheelbase length. The second revision in allows the suffixes such as d diesel , e plug-in hybrid ,
and h mild hybrid for several years before h was dropped. The W line debuted in , and is the first
lineup of " Ponton " models retroactively associated with the Mercedes-Benz S-Class. The later
W lineup, introduced in the mid-to-late s, was the last to be associated with the "Ponton" name.
The "Ponton" lineup included four- and six-cylinder models, but only the six-cylinder W and W
lines are considered part of the Mercedes-Benz S-Class chronology, as they were the most
powerful "Ponton" versions available. Mercedes Benz Fintail German : Heckflosse is an informal
nickname given to Mercedes Benz vehicles notable for the presence of tailfins. Though never
officially designated as such - Mercedes-Benz claimed they were functional and designated
them Peilstege , assisting to mark the end of the car in the rear view mirror. The Fintail series
replaced the Ponton series. The exterior was designed for the European and North American
markets. The W was a chassis code given to its top-range vehicles, including four-door sedans,
produced from to , and two-door coupes and cabriolets from to The W, was initially attributed
only to six-cylinder cars with 2. The luxury version with big-block 3-litre engines were given the
chassis code W The entry-level vehicles with four-cylinder engines were called W All three
versions W, W, and W, in both two- and four-door bodies, were built on an identical chassis. In
the SEL 6. Long-wheelbase models gained an L for "Lang", German for "long" , reflecting an
extra 10 centimetres 3. Since the advent of the W series, the Mercedes-Benz S-Class has always
included two wheelbase lengths, although not all wheelbases are sold in every country. The
more powerful SE and SEL models were classified as the W chassis, with front and rear air
suspension rather than the coil spring based W rear suspension , and available burl walnut
interior trim, automatic transmission, and power windows. The , , and 4. Production of the W
totaled , units. This was a groundbreaking sedan for Mercedes-Benz, and for the first time in the
company history, the car had an obvious, blatant and outward emphasis on safety placed above
a pure styling viewpoint. The overall design incorporated numerous safety features developed
from the "safety research vehicles" in the mid-to-late s to the very early s. These safety features
were all newly introduced passenger-car "firsts" on a production vehicle: padded door trim
around the windows, heavily padded steering wheel later to be replaced by an airbag with the
Mercedes-Benz abbreviation of SRS standing for the English-language term Supplemental
Restraint System , more comprehensive safety padding on the dashboard and around the
interior, dual asymmetric windshield wipers, headrests with a center depression to locate the
occupant's head in a more central position during a rear impact, a rain-water management
system to improve visibility consisting of deep channels on both sides of the windshield and
flowing into deeply channeled rain gutters, including similar designs on the side mirrors,
rounded body shapes along the edges, such as the tops of the front fenders, etc. The Mercedes
Benz S-Class is a classic chauffeur driven car, [8] and has frequently been used as standard by
car hire companies. It is comfortable and safe as well as elegant looking; ideal for drives across
the countryside or high class transport on a night out. The W models were large luxury sedans.
The W introduced other improved passive safety features into the vehicle design, including a
strengthened vehicle occupant shell. It was one of the first cars to be available with ABS , a
driver's airbag supplemental restraint system but not available at the vehicle's initial launch.
Also, the W was the first mass production passenger vehicle offered with a turbocharged diesel
engine. Starting in , the W was upgraded with a new fuel injection system to comply with
revised exhaust emission standards in European markets. A slight power reduction was a result
of this update, but in , a series of further engine upgrades restored original performance levels
under the new fuel injection systems. Between and , Special Edition W models were made on
order by Mercedes. Due to the oil crisis , fuel efficiency was the major concern for the
engineers, yet they still added also the high-performance, limited-production SEL 6. This
8-cylinder model, affectionately referred to as simply "the 6. Every SEL 6. The W series
premiered in September , launching in March as a model and late as a model in the US and

Australia replacing the W line. The W line featured improved aerodynamics and enlarged
aluminum engine blocks. The W was manufactured from through with a mid-cycle update. Total
sales of the W S-Class sedans reached , units, with an additional 74, coupes sold. In December ,
the W introduced a driver side airbag , as patented by Mercedes-Benz in , as well as passenger
side airbags in , seat-belt pretensioners, and traction control. It was the first production car to
feature an airbag standard, and as late as there were only a few other manufacturers in Europe
who offered an airbag. The interior featured additional courtesy and reading lamps, along with
heated seats and a more advanced climate control system. A four-speed automatic
transmission was standard. A new cruise control system was offered as well. The W S-Class
received a mid-cycle update in that included both exterior modifications and engine upgrades.
The powerplants on the W S-Class included straight-6 and V8 engines. Most sales came from
the diesel model in Europe [ citation needed ] and straight-six models in the United States [
citation needed ] , although the V8 models were praised by contemporary journalists. In , the W
series replaced the W line with the first production model assembled in April of that year.
Production totalled , units. In , the W received a minor face lift featuring clear turn signal
indicator lenses on the front and rear as well as headlamps fitted with separate low- and
high-beam reflectors for the US market. Following the mid-year face lift, the W coupe and sedan
Saloon featured Electronic Stability Control. In July , the W was presented. The W S-Class was
restyled due to an update on previous models or new cars released compared to its W
predecessor. Unlike its predecessor, the W was not the first model to feature the company's
new design theme for the next generation of Mercedes-Benz. This honour was given to the W
A-Class when it launched in The new S-Class incorporated the new styling cues first introduced
on the Mk I A-Class the year before for example, the dashboard carried over the new styling
details first seen in the A-Class , with a renewed focus on elegance and style in a more rounded
shape compared to the preceding W Despite being smaller, the W S-Class offered more interior
space than the W Production of the W S-Class totaled , units, slightly more than the production
totals from the W The W was produced in a sedan version only. As with each new S-Class, the
W brought in innovations such as Airmatic air suspension and Active Ventilated Seats which
used miniature fans in the seats to move air through perforations. A navigation system with
center console-mounted screen display was introduced, along with the COMAND input control
system. Other options included keyless entry and ignition, a radar-controlled Distronic cruise
control system and a cylinder shut-off system called Active Cylinder Control. While Consumer
Reports classified the W model's reliability as "poor," its lowest rating, and declared it one of
the "least reliable luxury cars," [13] Edmunds gave the S-Class a 5 out of 5 reliability rating [14]
and MSN Autos assign an expert rating of 9. Build quality was generally considered to be good.
For instance, Forbes described the W S as "built remarkably well. In , Mercedes-Benz
introduced the world's first preemptive safety system on the W with its first iteration of
Pre-Safe. The W S-Class received an exterior refresh with updates to the front fascia. The grille
angle was adjusted to a slightly more upright position, and the xenon-discharge headlamps
were given a new transparent housing, replacing the earlier opaque versions. The front
bumper's lower air intakes were also restyled. The W was available with more engine options
than the W or W The range started with smaller 2. The S was powered by a 4. The S55 AMG was
outfitted with a supercharged 5. The S was outfitted with a 5. It featured a modified version of
the M V12 engine displacement went up from 5. At the time, it was considered the most powerful
naturally aspirated production sedan in the world, making bhp PS, kW at 5, RPM, and lb-ft of
torque Nm at RPM. Only 70 units were produced and sold in European and Asian markets. The
all-new W was introduced in the autumn of at the Frankfurt International Motor Show, with sales
starting in autumn of and export to other markets beginning in Again there was a big change in
design. The interior is completely new, all materials have been upgraded and make for a more
luxurious ride, and the center console transmission gear lever has been replaced with a
column-mounted shifter. New technological features on the W include an infrared Night View
Assist feature and the latest Mercedes-Benz pre-collision system. The W features sharper
exterior styling most notably wide fender arcs and technological improvements. The W is the
second consecutive generation of the S-Class to be solely produced in a sedan body style. In
the US for the model year, the S-Class received a facelift across the entire model line in mid
Daytime LED running lights were fitted to the outer edges of the bi-xenon lamp units. The rear
end was accented with a total of 52 distinctively arranged LEDs in the two taillights. Gone are
the body-colored strips through the tail lamps. Other noticeable changes at the front of the car
are a more pronounced arrow-shaped grille, plus a new front bumper with a light-catching
contour and a chrome strip below the cooling air intakes. New, sleeker rear-view door mirrors
with LED turn signals were also added. Exhaust tailpipes of all S-Class variants were visibly
integrated into the rear bumper. The wheels were updated to more modern-style ones. Also new

is a S Hybrid version. Safety also improved on most Mercedes Benz models, with the
orange-colored light reflectors mounted on the side of the bumpers. Also, before it was updated
it had a C-Class look at the front. Afterwards it disappeared. Also, some shiny chrome is added
to the bottom of the doors and bumper. The brakes continue to become more advanced with the
new Brake Assist Plus system monitoring for an impending collision and increasing braking if
needed, while the Distronic Plus radar guided cruise control can now bring the car to a
complete stop. This incident was later attributed to the radar system malfunctioning inside the
radar-reflective i. Upscale department store Saks Fifth Avenue offered 20 special-edition S
sedans for sale in its Christmas catalog. The Saks-edition S sedans were finished in a mocha
black exterior with an almond beige interior and were the first examples of the S to be sold to
private owners. The Ss came with nearly every option standard. The W S-Class was also the
recipient of several other motoring awards see following. Officially unveiled in May , the newest
S-Class has a more streamlined appearance than the outgoing model. Some interesting features
include a large front grille inspired by the F Concept car and LED lights used exclusively inside
and out â€” a first in the automotive industry. Two strong converging character lines give the
flanks a more sculpted look, while integrated exhaust tips and a large glass roof likely optional
highlight the design. Along with the sedan, the S-Class spawned a coupe Mercedes-Benz C and
convertible Mercedes-Benz A as well as an extended-wheelbase 'Pullman' variant, longer than
the long-wheelbase 'L. Unlike with previous generations, Mercedes focused primarily on the
development of the longer model as many customers in the fast-growing Asian markets prefer
to be chauffeured. Inside, almost every surface is covered by a 'luxury' material â€” everything
that looks like leather is genuine leather and metal is used rather than any plastic alternative.
The instrument cluster consists entirely of two widescreens A 'Head-Up' display and gesture
responsive touchpad became options in early It featured a new infotainment system. The W
debuts the available Magic Body Control , consisting of a windshield mounted stereo cameras
that can 'read' the road ahead Road Surface Scan and communicate with the Active Body
Control suspension to ready it for an uneven road surface. Available luxury appointments over
and above what was offered in the W include a choice of massage type for each seat occupant
the W offered various intensities of a single massage type and two levels of premium audio
from the luxury German brand, Burmester. It will also slow or come to a dead stop and
accelerate in response to traffic ahead. Such modifications are not available to the general
public. All S-Class models will come with a 7-speed automatic transmission. The W was
unveiled on 2 September An electric version called the EQS will be available from Historically,
the engineering of the S-Class was claimed [ by whom? However, following the formation of
DaimlerChrysler and the cessation of engineer-sanctioned overbudgeting in the late s, this
slogan was dropped. The subsequent W model S-Class were reported to suffer from relatively
lower reliability and quality rates to previous models. It suggested and executed overtaking
maneuvers. The car's abilities left a big impression on many observers, and is said to have
heavily influenced robot car research and funding decisions worldwide. A concept future
hybrid, the F research car , was also unveiled at the Frankfurt Motor Show. The concept also
featured bulletproof and puncture-resistant tires. Mercedes-Benz has traditionally introduced its
safety innovations in the S-Class. For instance, the S-Class was the first car in Europe to
incorporate airbags [ citation needed ]. S-Class safety features included innovations in active
safety accident avoidance , passive safety collision protection , and holistic safety integration of
both active and passive safety features. Active safety features include: ABS braking in [39] acts
to reduce braking distances and improve stopping control; co-developed with Bosch ; traction
control and Electronic Stability Program ESP in [39] improves driver control during difficult road
conditions ; and Brake Assist provides full braking power during emergency stops. In , a new
infrared night vision feature was introduced improves visibility during nighttime conditions.
Despite the popular misconception, the S-Class was not the first car fitted with ABS braking
technology, although some credit can be given for popularizing this now largely standard
feature ABS was initially an option on most models of the W S-Class. Active lane keeping
became standard in Passive safety features include: crumple zones in vehicle body structure
absorbs the force of impact ; collapsible steering column prevents the steering column from
protruding into the cabin during accidents , strengthened occupant cell enhanced occupant
protection during severe impacts rollovers ; pre-accident seatbelt tensioning tightens seatbelts
prior to impact , and sandwich platforms allows the engine to slide under the occupants in a
head-on collision. In the latest version of this pre-collision system, PRE-SAFE will prime the
brake assist system, lock the doors to prevent accidental opening during the accident, adjust
the seats, close the windows and sunroof, and tighten seatbelts during certain types of
collisions. Rear seat airbags are a world-first, and will be introduced on the W Features include
the capability to withstand small arms fire and certain explosive devices, a self-sealing fuel
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a new Ryobi straight shaft 4 Cycle S trimmer last weekend at Home Depot to replace my aging r
that did years stirling service! It starts OK but the engine dies on the way to full throttle. For
what it is worth, I also own a couple of these Ryobi c four cycle trimmers. I picked them up at a
garage sale, the owner saying that they would not run at full throttle. And indeed, when at the
home shop, both would start but not run at full throttle. It's sad, but nowadays one has to know
some of the secret handshakes to get trimmer motors to run properly, as the carbs are set to
pass emission requirements. Also, owners are well advised to purchase the necessary "secret"
carb adjusting tools. See ebay for that. Happily, I already had the proper carb adjustment tool,
and also happily, the carb on the c is adjustable. I also changed out the crankcase oil thin grey
stuff with automotive 15w Don't overfill. I use one as a string trimmer, and another as an edger.
It is sad that consumers are challenged by these barely running small engines. If anyone wants
more details on adjusting the carbs on these, just ping back and I will post more details. I had
the same thing happen to me a couple years ago on a different hand held. I just about reached
for the tools when I decided I wasn't employed by the factory and their quality control wasn't my
job. I didn't break it down and re-box it, just took it back like it was. I returned the trimmer this
morning and exchanged it for another one. When I spoke with the power tools "expert" at Home
Depot this morning and he suggested that I should not prime the engine 7 times as indicated
and only prime it until I see fuel in the bulb. I did just that and still have the same issue. Here's
the end of the s saga. I took the new one that wouldn't run at full throttle without dying back to
Home Depot and exchanged it for another s Got it home, when it started up it was misfiring
when I first started it after assembly. After about 5 mins the misfire went away. I used it for

about an hour and then crankcase oil started leaking out of the air filter quite a lot and the
misfire came back. The replacement would run at full throttle but developed a misfire which was
more like a hiccup where the engine stopped and then immediately fired again. This was quite
uncomfortable as it rotates the trimmer in my hand when it refires again. So off I went back to
Home Depot, and got a refund. Ryobi, if you read these forums about your products, go back to
the drawing board with the s as they're junk. I went off to Lowe's and bought a Troy Bilt 4 Cycle.
It has about 1cc less on the engine and 1" less on the cutting swatch but most importantly it
works. I would strongly recommend against buying the current Roybi s model and that probably
goes for the c model too since they both have the same motor. I tied a small electric strap
around the choke so it won't close all the way. Works like a champ. My R had the same issue
but you could adjust the choke manually. Lasted 10 years. Thought I might try a foam filter
under the plastic cover. Not sure about that one. My S has oil sputtering from the PCV? The
carburetor air intake also sucks up some of the oil causing misfires, and smoke from the
exhaust. Anyone else have this problem or a solution? The crankcase oil level is okay and not
overfilled. Similar experience with the C Dies at full throttle. Took it to a local person for repair.
He told me the C was junk; no air filter, no choke adjustment and leaks like a sieve. Very
disappointed in Ryobi; bought this trimmer based on success of power hand tools. Will replace
it with Stihl or Echo. I have the same problem only a year latter I suspose my lost but I will never
buy another one from Home Depot. Docdavid, please post more details for adjusting the the
carbs on the Ryobi c trimmer. OK, here are some of the particulars: First let me say that I still
haven't figured out why these trimmers don't have an actual air filter. Maybe more on that later.
Second, to adjust the carb, you must first acquire the proper tool. I found my set of carb tools
on ebay from the vendor: Randy's Engine Repair. I got a set of four, but you could order just the
one you desire. No connection with this vendor, other than a very satisfied customer You'll
need the "pac man" tool to fit the Ryobi carb adjustment screws. The instructions below
assume that you have a functional carb and an engine that has compression and spark. Fresh
clean gasoline, no broken fuel lines, etc. Tool in hand, remove the carb intake cover. The high
and low adjustment needle screws are viewed looking at the carb from the shaft end of the
motor. They are round and black. Fit the tool over the spline of one of the needle screws and
turn in the screw clockwise until seated. Be gentle--just finger pressure. Now turn out the
needle one and one half turn. Do the same to the other screw. Now you have a starting place.
Parenthetically, here is where small engines differ profoundly from the computer controlled
engines we generally use, like those now found in cars. In small engines. It's stoichiometry!..
Start the trimmer using the choke lever and starting instructions as noted on the start label.
Here is where the art work begins. You are going for a well running engine that idles well, and
has full power when working under full throttle. You will need to experiment with carb settings.
One of the needle screws influences idle performance mainly, and the other is mainly for full
throttle performance. However each jet influences the other. Engine running, at idle, adjust the
low rpm jet to slightly lean turn clockwise until you hear loss of rpm then back out the screw a
bit, say one quarter turn. Now test full throttle. Squeeze the throttle control. If the engine dies
the main problem with these trimmers it is still probably too lean so open counter clockwise the
H needle one quarter turn. Try again. Adjust the high speed needle for good performance.
Basically you are trying for highest rpm, but a bit richer, say one quarter turn counter clockwise.
To find out which screw is idle or full throttle, do some experimentation. When you get the
motor to idle, just fiddle with one needle, then the other. By fiddle I mean slowly open or close
the needle. The one that causes the most immediate changes in the idle rpm is the L or low
speed jet, and the other is the H or high speed jet. At some point I may get my lazy back side out
to the garage and make some videos of this kind of stuff and post them on youtube. I hope this
is helpful to those struggling with these trimmer motors. The above principles apply to four and
two stroke engines. And then you have the issues with higher and higher ethanol content in
fuel. In response to willyk's post about the oil leak. I am having the exact issue. I drained the oil
and refilled with Ryobi oil but problem persists. Can't believe this problem continues with what
seems like zero concern by Ryobi. I did find that if I make sure the gas cap vent is cleaned
before every use the problem seems to be cleared. Good luck. Maybe it is Ryobi's method of
keeping under the air pollution limits! After all--a non-running engine doesn't pollute! And a low
revving engine pollutes much less than a fast runner! Simple explanation, eh? It is a wonder
none of the other gurus here had thought of that! I had the same problem, bought the tool,
followed the instructions exactly. Within 5 minutes, this thing is purring like a kitten. While it's a
shame that these things aren't properly adjusted from the factory, they're great now! I will
second that! I purchased a refurb S and have been suffering with poor performance for about a
year. After reading this post, I made the carb adjustment and it runs great! Couple of notes for
the less mechanically inclined: 1. It will pop off with no tools required. Hello, I'm glad to see this

problem is still current. Well, not glad but it does help since I just got a C with the same
symptoms. I'll post photos after I finish the disassembly but I think the needle adjustments may
be all I need, so far it is spotless internally. OK, thanks to help from here and elsewhere on the
web, I now have a functioning Ryobi. The link is the photos I took during the adjustment. I'm too
cheap to buy the special tool so I just cut slots in the screw heads. One other tip I found. Once
you set the choke lever, you can open it slightly and still have the throttle set on the fast idle
speed cam. Don't know if this was intentional from Ryobi as it's not listed in the instructions. It
helps when restarting a warm engine. Here is a link that might be useful: Ryobi carb
adjustments. Sorry to bring up an old thread, but I was just given a c curved shaft version with
some attachments. I'm a new home owner and cash is tight. My friend said the carb was bad, so
took it apart and rebuilt the carb. This will start and idle fine choked. Will purr like a kitten when
the throttle is pulled, but as soon as the throttle is let go it dies. I put the choke on and it starts
right back. Pull the throttle and away she goes. Let go and it dies. I am not having the engine die
at full throttle yet, but what I have encountered is: the other day I went to pull the string to start
and noticed I was not turning the engine to start it. I removed the shrouds to access and noticed
the drive belt had slipped off the upper crank, I reinstalled the belt and tried to pull again, after 2
or 3 pulls the belt has slipped off again-repeatedly. I have opened the unit up completely to try
and find some type of tensioner for the belt but cannot-has anyone encountered this problem or
can anyone assist. I had the same problem of lost power at full throttle after the engine is run-in
for a few hours. It was a pain and expense to try to get the pacman tool and my carb seems to
have only one pacman screw head. Also, I am using the tool on a small island where
bush-mechanics applies. OK, now I read through all the postings and saw someone else already
had the idea of saw-cuts in the screw heads to bypass the special adjustment tool. From the
photo in that posting, my unit has a different carburetor as it only has one adjustment screw.
Perhaps it is the "Canada" model? I am new here, but wanted to post my results. Tuning the
carb is much like a 4wheeler or and old VW, yep showing my age. I backed this out until the
plate attached to the trigger cable was no longer touching, pulled the trigger and let it snap
back. Low is on the the left as you look up the shaft to the engine, high on the right. I cut my
trimmer line for testing, but after it was running well, I extended the line. Much better. One note
of advice, as we move away from things that are actually adjustable, and we can't even work on
or own tool anymore I will post a pict of my carb if I can get a heads up on how in this forum.
Good Luck. Well today, after reading this forum. I took out my one year old c and decided to get
the dremmel after it. I carefully cut a slot into the top of the adjuster, being careful to not cut too
deep into the carb housing. Now a regular screwdriver turns it just fine for free. No need to buy
some extra tool. Now I have it adjusted and it runs rather well. I seem to have the same carb as
radio does. I bought a c that would not keep running. Replaced spark plug which was found
finger- tight. Changed the oil. Replaced the fuel lines and filter. Adjusted the lifters metal cam
shaft Dremmeled the carb screw slot. Adjusted the only carb mix screw. Tightened all torx
screws. The valve cover and oil pan screws were all loose. Now it starts on the first pull and
doesn't smoke at all. I went to a sears repair site to get a fridge water filter and noticed they had
6 of them hanging on the wall - refurbished for sale. That model obviously was a lemon. Ryobi
uses what is known as a Pac-Man screws for carb adjustments. Dealer are not "legally" allowed
to sell carb adjusting tools to the public. You can still find them for sell on the web but they
fetch a good penny now days. But you can get them. I have ground slots into older equipment
to adjust the carb. But when it comes to something under warranty I use the proper tools. For if
you take something in for warranty work or exchange and they spot that the carb adjustment
screws have been "hacked" they can refuse to replace or honor any warranty on the machine.
After 5 tanks of gas it still starts on the second pull, but now it seems to be bound up somehow.
While running it just slowed down and came to a stop. From the manual While holding a wrench
on the flats of the adjusting nut with one hand, loosen the retaining nut with a second wrench
as shown. Take care not to loosen the stud. Mine was running so erratically till I read this
thread. Thanks for the help it was driving me mad. The post docdavidb put out there really
helped me with adjusting the carb. But the trouble I continue to have is I can only keep full
throttle if I take the filter out. Any ideas? Does any body has a problem with this trimmer that
runs OK but the motor will not engage the metal cam shaft so the lower part will not run?
Sounds like a bad cable or clutch if I am reading this correct. Have you disassembled and what
did you find? A bad cable or bad clutch matters are usually obvious due to broken parts
disassembled. I have had this thing for a few years now. It had always been a pain to get going.
But once warmed up would work well enough to get the job done. You get what you pay for I
always figured This year, not so much. Runs very smooth now. Still need to let it warm up a bit,
but smooth. Thank you docdavidb. Hippy - the tools are still available on eBay from the Orient.
Free shipping, but it might take 3 weeks for the boat to get here. I have an s that runs very well

but after turning it off to refuel, it seems there is too much compression; can't pull the starter
until I remove plug and release compression and put plug back. Is there a vent I should check
or? To any of you fellers who have to separate the parts of the engine, upper and lower halves,
do not use "Blue Goo" when reassembling the halves. Use the regular paper gasket! This
maintains proper settings on engine internal engine parts, and prevents possible engine failure
at some future time! I had the problem with 4-cycle It would idle okay, but died when it went
went high RPMs. I drained MOST of the gasoline out of the tank and sprayed carb. I started the
engine and let it idle with choke on, then half choke, and finally no choke after about 15 sec. I
slowly increased the speed until it ran at full rpm's for a few minutes. I filled the tank up leaving
a little gasoline with remaining carb. I ran through the full tank blowing leaves. I refilled that tank
again with no carb. I would like to know how to adjust the valves on a RYOBI S string trimmer,
wish someone would make a video on how to do it. By the way thanks for all the information, it
has been very helpful. I've suffered with an S in California for awhile. I noticed above that there
is mentioned of a L and H adjustment screw on the c On mine, I can find only one on top,
nondjustable until you Dremel it. What does it adjust? I guess Ryobi has been following this
string of what appears to be good advise. I just bought a new RY4CSS, apparently the newer
model, ran it for about an hour, then started having the same problem you all had: engine dies
at full throttle. However, I don't see any of the adjusting screws, "PAC-man" or otherwise,
anywhere on the carburetor. The only screws I can find just hold parts together, or hold the
carburetor to the motor. I can send pics if someone is familiar with the newer models. Wish I'd
seen this site before I bought this trimmer. Have you found a solution? Do I have to replace the
Carb with an older Carb that does have the packman adjustment screws. I am working on a
newer unit that has no carb adjustment screws. Seems Ryobi decided to not let the user fix the
problem. I replaced all gaskets in carb, new lines, no clog in the muff How is a person supposed
to tune their owned equipment? Only people with the right tools or know-how will attempt an
adjustment. I don't understand why they would take the carb adjustment screws away! I bought
one and it has run great, the only time it sputters is when the cutting line is getting short. I tap
the head get more line to feed out and the sputter is gone. My spec sheet calls for 20w oil. My
experiance with most chinese made gas motors which is probably most that we find available
these days is that they test run them at the factories then ship them leaving some gas in the fuel
system, and since from test run, shipping, to sale is usually several months this allows the fuel
system and residual gas in it to lacquer up. On anew purchase I usually put some rubbing
alchohol in the fuel tank, then take the spark plug out, prime the fuel system, pull the start cord
till I smell rubbing alchohol coming out of the spark plug hole. Then I let it sit a day so, the
rubbing alchohol dissolves the lacquer, then I put gas in and start it up. I never have problems
using this procedure. If you have lacquer gumming up your jets you can adjust the carb all you
want but it will never run right!! The newer ones use a Ruixing carburetor, which has no
crossover. There is a pack man high speed jet. You may not see a idle jet, but bringing the stop
screw up a little actually adjusts the idle needle. Shame Walbro has a adjustment for the jet lift.
These are a bear to start, but you need to follow the instructions, The diaphragm and the
diaphragm gaskets are special, Setting the needle requires a Walbro or Zama tool because it
has a deep float well. Epa carbs , and throw away offshore engines are common box stores
these days unfortunately. Sign In. Join as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card! Most-Loved Rugs.
Bright, Bold and Trendy Rugs. Oversized Area Rugs by Hue. Tool Shed. New Ryobi S engine
dies on full throttle. Email Save Comment Featured Answer. Like 5 Save. Sort by: Oldest.
Newest Oldest. Like Save. Like 1 Save. But back to the trimmer Leaving the air intake cover off,
Start the trimmer using the choke lever and starting instructions as noted on the start label. Let
me know if this is helpful. Or any other questions on these little trimmers. Like 3 Save. Should
have went with a 2 stroke. I cant even get it started now. Hi Does anyone know where I can find
the sprocket that attaches the timing belt? Oil is not overfilled. Unit has less than 5 hours of
total use in the last year. BDSolarMan 9 years ago. SludgeMan 8 years ago. Thanks for the tip
docdavidb! I cleaned the lines and changed the plug. I've tried adjusting the carb to no avail. I've
pulled the muffler and cleaned it as well. Any other suggestion on how to get this thing to run
with choke open. Thanks in advance. JoJo 8 years ago. RadioHam 7 years ago. StihlGoldTec 7
years ago. Like 2 Save. Tejas 6 years ago. Next day, ran through 3 tanks of gas. Cold start after
3 pulls and only one pull when warm. This post was edited by tonyski on Sat, May 24, 14 at
Radio I borrowed your photo to show as an example. Tightened it back down, adjusted lifter and
all is well. This post was edited by tonyski on Mon, Jun 2, 14 at Jalfrezi 6 years ago. Ernesto
Mejiaortega 5 years ago. Northwester 5 years ago. Time will tell George Boshell 4 years ago.
Scott Eldredge 4 years ago. Kevin Gunn 3 years ago. Markwys Where did you get a gasket kit? I
see a new carb can be purchased, but not a kit. Related Stories. A 3-month overhaul produces
an organized and inviting space fit for this Florida family of 9. Cascading down a rugged site

and generously encased in glass, this California home takes full advantage of its ocean views.
In full-on vintage rooms or contrasting modern looks, old sewing machines and tables are
stirring up the past in a most stylish way. Companies are betting big on connected devices in
Golf course views and a mild climate feature in this s ranch remodeled in midcentury modern
style. By Matt Kilburn. An extraordinary, expansive home near Phoenix celebrates and interacts
with the beauty of its natural surroundings. Need help identifying proper cable for Black and
Decker hedge trimmer. United States. They were in turn replaced by the series engines. All MEL
engines had wedge-shaped combustion chambers formed between a flat head surface and an
angle milled block deck 10 degrees off square with the bore axis , with the piston top
determining the compression ratio and combustion chamber shape, similar to the Chevrolet
Big-Block combustion chamber, also introduced in , and the later and Unlike the Chevrolet,
which had staggered valves and scalloped or M shaped valve covers, the MEL valves were
inline with shaft mounted rocker arms like the FE model Ford engines which were introduced at
the same time. As with the previous generation V8s, an open runner intake manifold was used,
requiring the use of a stamped steel lifter valley cover similar to that of the Pontiac V8 engines.
Also, the intake manifold provided no exhaust crossover passage to warm the air-fuel mixture.
Further MEL engines employed two individual thermostats , aimed to improve the regulation of
the engine's coolant temperature. The MEL bore some mechanical similarities with the Ford FE ,
utilizing similar components such as the oiling system, bolt patterns, and valve stems ;
however, the MEL was a Lincoln-specific engine and was even larger in displacement capacity.
The main bearings were The others were the FE Ford Edsel and SD super duty , the latter being
large and extra powerful, slow-revving engines engineered for heavy-duty work trucks. The FE
engine saw its use in the Edsel, a model which was introduced to the vehicle lineup by Ford,
described as a car which blended design features of the Ford and Mercury lines combining
them with its own individual styling. Further several new Lincoln vehicles, such as the
Continental luxury sedan and coupe, as well as the all-new four-seat Thunderbird of the same
year, which were brought to market utilizing the new engines. Produced from through , it was
only used in Mercury vehicles. It used a Bore and stroke were 4. It was not an option on the
Pacer, Ranger or station wagon models, which exclusively used the FE engine. In Ford
produced a version of the FE engine that was exclusive to Mercury but there is no relation
between the two engines other than displacement. It was the standard engine on all to Lincolns
and Continentals. It was an optional engine on all Mercurys from to but Mercury models had a
little less horsepower than the Lincolns and Continentals. The was also an optional engine in
and Ford Thunderbirds. It was commonly referred to [ who? It was an option on all equipped
Mercurys and all Lincolns and Continentals. This engine featured the tripower intake manifold,
which was cast for Ford by Moon products. Three Holley carburetors were used. The had a 4.
The compression ratio started at New pistons and a four-barrel carburetor were added for ; the
The engine in particular had a limited but storied history in hot-rodding. The first Miami to
Nassau race won by Bertram Yachts which subsequently helped establish their name featured a
boat powered by twin MEL engines. At least one car survives. The cars were ponderous
handlers because of the heavy engine, but successful runners. The Holman Moody
Thunderbirds caught the attention of Ford after one of them, driven by Johnny Beauchamp ,
finished a close second to Lee Petty at the Daytona Because of the changing nature of heads,
intakes and piston designs, as well as a limited life span, not many aftermarket speed parts
were made for the MEL line of engines. Edelbrock made a 6X2 intake manifold and a set of
water-cooled marine exhaust manifolds M4 and Weiand made a Drag Star 8X2 manifold as well.
Oversize pistons for early drag racers or blown s were made, including sets by Jahns Pistons at
and 0. Other speed parts have been rumored, but they are difficult to find. Bore and stroke were
entirely different at This engine was fitted with hydraulic lifters and a four-barrel Carter AFB
carburetor. This large torquey engine was used only in Lincoln Continentals, from until mid-year
in when it was replaced by the series Production ended after The production facilities in Lima
were converted to produce the new Ford engine family. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page.
Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article needs additional citations
for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. October Learn how and when to
remove this template message. Motor vehicle engine. Categories : Ford engines V8 engines
Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from
October All articles needing additional references Articles that may contain original research
from October All articles that may contain original research Articles with multiple maintenance

issues Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles
with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically marked
weasel-worded phrases from October Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Add links. OHV 2 valves x cyl. Holley or Carter AFB carburetors. Lincoln Y-block V8.
Ford Kent engine. Ford Pinto engine. I6 engines. Flathead I6. Thriftpower I6. Mileage Maker I6.
Truck I6. V6 engines. Cologne V6. Small block V8. Flathead V8. Ford Y-block. Windsor V8.
Medium block V8. Ford FE engine. Cleveland V8. Big block V8. Lincoln Y-Block. Ford engine.
Super Duty V8. Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. Any unusual shaking or vibrating forces coming from the engine is cause for concern. It
could be something as simple as old spark plugs producing an uneven power delivery, it could
be something serious like worn or broken engine mounts, or it could be even more serious in
the case of internal engine damage. Loose or disconnected hoses on and around the engine not
the coolant hoses that go to and from the radiator are frequently culprits behind intermittent
engine operation. Loose timing belts are another likely cause. A mechanic will check these and
replace them if they appear loose and worn. To check for engine-mount problems, the mechanic
may try shifting from "neutral" to "drive" and back, while the engine is running. A top-rated
mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to determine the source and cause of the
shaky engine, and will then provide a detailed inspection report that includes the scope and
cost of the necessary repairs. Given the range of the severity of potential issues, from faulty
spark plugs to weak motor mounts, it's important to have a mechanic provide a thorough
inspection as soon as possible. Mercedes-Benz S Engine is shaking, pulsating or vibrating
Inspection at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic
Works Instantly book a certified mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the
problem and quotes necessary repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to you now. See availability. Engine is shaking, pulsating or vibrating
Inspection Service Any unusual shaking or vibrating forces coming from the engine is cause for
concern. Common reasons for this to happen: Most often, one of the following components is at
fault: Old and worn spark plugs and wires most commonly the issue Loose or disconnected
hoses on and around the engine not the coolant hoses that go to and from the radiator are
frequently culprits behind intermittent engine operation. Loose connections at the positive and
negative battery terminals Very dirty or clogged air filters can also cause your engine to
underperform. What to expect: A top-rated mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to
determi
2000 suzuki savage 650
2014 honda pilot towing package
2008 avenger
ne the source and cause of the shaky engine, and will then provide a detailed inspection report
that includes the scope and cost of the necessary repairs. How important is this service?
Number of Mercedes-Benz S services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
Mercedes-Benz Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Mercedes-Benz
mechanics Real customer reviews from Mercedes-Benz owners like you. Excellent Rating.
Rating Summary. Juan 22 years of experience. Request Juan. Very professional and punctual.
Will use him again for future work on all of my vehicles. Dan 39 years of experience. Request
Dan. Ben 41 years of experience. Request Ben. Ben was fantastic went right to the problem and
fixed it I plan on using him in the future instead of a Mechanic shop and I am recommending
him to my friends. Robert 20 years of experience. Request Robert. Quick and reliable, on time.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Engine is shaking, pulsating or vibrating Inspection.

